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3d 3.3 Â» saquezanja .Quaker State Quaker State (officially Quaker State Oil Refining Company) is an American-
based oil refining company, based in Marcus Hook, Pennsylvania. The Quaker State brand name has been used

for several different oil companies over the past several years, with the current company being the fourth
iteration. History The Quaker State Oil Refining Company was originally established in 1902 as the Quaker State

Oil Refinery Company. The company originally produced fuel, lubricants and oils, including candle oil. In the
early years of production, the company was served by its own electric railway system and a 25-acre (100,000

m²) processing facility in Marcus Hook, Pennsylvania. In the 1940s the company re-oriented itself to the
production of lubricants and oils. By the 1950s, the company was supplying lubricants to the United States Air
Force. From the 1960s onward, the company continued a diversification effort, including the acquisition of a
refining and marketing operation in Venezuela, and a 50% interest in the Puerto Rico-based Puerto Rico Oil

Company. The company acquired a St. Croix, US Virgin Islands-based refiner in the 1980s, but did not include it
in the sale of the Puerto Rico operations. Quaker State acquired the product line of Ergon, a United Kingdom

based lubricants manufacturer, in 1994. The Quaker State brand name was introduced to the market by Quaker
State, along with the acquisition of the brand name from Hewlett-Packard. The United Kingdom operations were
incorporated into Quaker State as a wholly owned subsidiary in 1995. In 1996, Quaker State sold its marketing

operations, including mobile stations and point of sale displays, to Vardar Petroleum Services, owned by
Carpenter Technology Corporation. In 1998, Quaker State and Scherer International formed a joint venture to

operate Scherer's one-time Phillips 66 fuel oil production facilities at Tuxedo, New York.
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moving.Q: In PHP, how to escape a quotation mark within

a quoted string I'm trying to use a regex to see if there are
not just quotation marks in a bunch of code. However, it
doesn't work when I try to escape the quotation mark to

match the \ (\ ). For example, if I enter in "Hello World!", it
doesn't find it. However, if I enter "Hello\ World!", it does
find it. Why is it not matching the \? Also, I'm only using
the \ to escape the quotation mark and not any other
characters. Why not any other characters? This is my

code: preg_match_all('/["]([^"]*)["]/',$data,$arr); A: You
have to use another delimiter that is not a part of the

string, like another pair of double quotation marks, ", for
example, like this: preg_match_all('/"([^"]*)"/',$data,$arr);
And if the quoted string only contains normal characters
that are part of the regular expression, you don't need to

escape them. Nunavut Nunavut or Nunavik is an Inuit
region of northern Québec, Canada encompassing much of

the Canadian Arctic Archipelago within the Canadian
territory of Nunavut. Nunavut lies just outside the North

American borders. Nunavut is the second largest province
of Canada in land area. As of the 2016 census, the

population of the three northernmost communities was
3,213, and Inuit comprise nearly 75% of the population.

There are no cities or towns in Nunavut, and it is the only
Canadian jurisdiction that does not have any urban
population. By area, Nunavut is the second largest
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Canadian territory, after Manitoba. History The Nunavik
region formed part of the Northwest Territories prior
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